**Gallery of Alaska  Main Level**

Award-winning exhibits give visitors an introduction to this vast and diverse state. Exhibits focus on the people, wildlife, geography and history of each of Alaska’s five major geographic regions.

### Exhibit highlights

1. **Western Arctic Coast**
   - Inupiaq and Yupik Eskimo
   - Alaska’s largest public display of gold in the Interior Gallery.

2. **Southwest**
   - Aleut and Alutiq
   - Marine mammals in the Western Arctic Coast Gallery.

3. **Southcentral**
   - Eyak and Alutiq
   - Eskimo clothing in the Western Arctic Coast Gallery.

4. **Southeast**
   - Tlingit, Haida, Tsimshian
   - World War II Aleut evacuation exhibit in the Southwest Gallery.

5. **Natural Wonders**
   - Photographs by Michio Hoshino in Natural Wonders.

6. **Alaska Classics**
   - Historical paintings in the Alaska Classics Gallery.

7. **Main Level**
   - Museums Café
   - Museum Store
   - Arnold Espe Auditorium
   - Special Exhibits Gallery
   - Alaska Classics
   - Natural Wonders
   - Gallery of Alaska

8. **Upper Level**
   - Rose Berry Alaska Art Gallery
   - Our Own Perspectives
   - Art as Process
   - Sense of Place
   - Through Visitors’ Eyes
   - Native Art Marketplace

Emergency Exit

- To parking
- Museum entrance
- Alaska Native art in the Museum Store.
- Alaska’s Range View Window
- Emergency Exit